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Rolul factorilor geologici în modelarea reliefului în sectorul subcarpatic al Râmnicului Sărat: În modelarea
reliefului în sectorul subcarpatic, un rol important îl deţin factorii geologici. Mişcările neotectonice, prin rata de înălţare
a reliefului, întreţin continua dinamică a proceselor actuale de modelare. Mişcările seismice au un rol sporadic,
favorizând accelerarea unor procese pe termen scurt (alunecări şi prăbuşiri). Rolul determinant în tipul şi intensitatea
modelării îl au litologia şi structura. Sectorul subcarpatic al bazinului Râmnicu Sărat este caracterizat de prezenţa
rocilor sedimentare cu grad mare de plasticitate (argile, marne ş.a.) şi erodabilitate (pietrişuri, nisipuri, gresii şi
loessuri), favoruzând desfăşurarea unor procese gravitaţionale (solifluxiune, alunecări de teren, curgeri noroioase,
prăbuşiri ş.a.) şi hidrodinamice (pluviodenudare, ravenare şi torenţialitate).

An important role in modelling the relief of
Subcarpathian sector of Râmnicu Sărat basin is
hold by the geological factors, either they are
tectonic movements or lithology and structure.
Their influence is not negligible at all, because
they can determine the way and intensity of the
current relief modelling, among other factors
(climatic, hydrologic etc.).
Tectonic movements have a conditional and
releasing role in the current relief
morphodynamics of the Râmnicu Sărat basin.
Neotectonic movements and earthquakes are the
two types of neotectonic manifestation which
affect the studied area, with direct consequences
over the way and speed of current
geomorphologic processes unfolding.

impulse to erosion and gravitational processes,
strongly influencing the evolution and current
aspect of the Curvature Subcarpathians. Active
morphodynamics
has
transformes
the
Subcarpathian sector of the Râmnicu Sărat
basin into a very broken up relief unit, with
obvious local differences, as a consequence of a
relatively differentiated morphodynamics, in a
rithm conditioned by the local tectonic mobility.
In the studied area it has been registrated a
relief uprising of 1,5 – 2,0 mm/year in the MioPliocene sector and 0,5 – 1,0 mm/year in the
Quaternary sector, a phenomenon reflected by
the deep cutting of the hydrpgraphic network,
by the intensification of slope modelling and
acceleration of landslides releasing and
evolution.

eotectonic movements: The specific of
current geomorphologic landscape of the
Curvature
Subcarpathians
shows
their
youthfulness, as a result of high recent tectonic
mobility which had conditioned the relief
modelling. This neotectonic mobility of the
region, which is still active, is confirmed by the
tectonic sesibility, as well as by the
morphologic character of the valleys, with
tectonically deformed terraces. It has given an

Earthquakes are seismic movements which
have a substantial contribution to the landslides
releasing as a consequence of disturbing the
equilibrium of the deluvium. Seismicity of the
Vrancea area joins the alpine range one, locally
being directly bounded with the still active
faults (Posea, 2002). Vrancea earthquakes are
intermediary (the depth of focus under 170 km),
periodically releasing a huge quantity of energy
and generating big material damages and
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human lives losses. After the 1977, March 4
earthquake, in the Râmnicu Sărat basin have
shown up a series of phenomena caused by the
seismic movements. Thus, there have been
formed fractures and cracks in the harder rocks,
especially in the Subcarpathian depression
„Între Râmnice” and in the intern Subcarpathian
hills. Within the perimeters Chiojdeni, Motnău
and Buda have been released a series of
landslides, and other released ones have
accelerated their evolution.
Lithology and structure. Lithology and
structure constitute as major potential factors,
with a role in current geomorphologic processes
unholding by two means:
• by imposing the form, length and slope
declivity degree;
• by imposing the types (structure) and intensity
of current geomorphologic processes
(lithology).
Lithology, by the great variety of petrographic
facies (fig. 1), is a major conditioning factor of
the
relief
modelling.
The
Curvature
Subcarpathians, including the Subcarpathian
sector of the Râmnicu Sărat basin, are made of
a large palette of sedimentary rocks, of different
ages, grouped in lithologic facieses with a
different behaviour to the modelling subaerial
factors. The great variety of lithologic facieses,
the presence of permeable and impermeable
rocks, strong and soft, the appreciable weight of
some conglomeratic, sandstone, tuffa, marl and
clay strata, the presence of soluble rocks (salt),
impose the releasing and unfolding of some
active current geomorphologic processes, which
sometimes are agressive (table 1).
The oldest formations, represented by
Palaeogene flysch deposits, are found at the
contact betwee the Subcarpathians and the
mountains, in the western sector of the
Subcarpathian depression „Între Râmnice”.
They are made of Eocene formations (gritstone
flysch with schistous intercalations, clayey
schists, gritstone-limestone flysch, marls and
marnolimestones) and Oligocene (bituminous
flysch, clayey schists, conglomerates, gritstones
and gypsum). These are found in the
Subcarpathian depression „Între Râmnice”,
more exactly in the Bisoca Hill, Moldoveanu

brook, inferior sector of the Sărăţelu brook,
Plaiu Pleşi and under the Eocene plate which
extends in the Plaiul lui Cojan – Podul Mândru.
The relief forms developed on these formations
are dissolution forms, rockfalling, caves,
suffusion valleys, avens etc. Towards east there
are succeeding the inferior molasse deposits,
which belong to the Miocene sedimentary
cycle.
Aquitanian period is characterized by the salty
breccia (block clays, gypsum, clayey schists)
and salt, imposing specific pseudokarstic relief
forms. The Palaeogene flysch deposits are
strongly affected by landslides, especially
where the griststone bundles lay on marls,
which constitute a sliding bed for the first
(picture 1). At the gritstone walls basis,
someplace risen vertically, taluses are extended.

Picture 1 Landslides in the Palaeogene flysch area,
where Sărăţelu creek leaves the mountains

Burdigallian, Badenian and Tortonian
formations are disposed alternativelly, in
pleated strata, refounded in the Subcarpathian
depression „Între Râmnice” and in the internal
Subcarpathian
hills.
Main
rocks
are
conglomerates, gritstones, clayey schists, tuffa,
clayey marls and sandy marls and also the
superior salt formation (Dl. Sării, Poiana
Mărului). Most of them are modelled by mass
displacing processes.
From the Caşin – Bisoca fault to the east there
are developed the superior molasse formations,
fallen in the Sarmatian – Pliocene sedimentary
cycle. Most of them are modelled by subaerial
agents. Thus, Sarmatian is made of gritstones
with sarsen stones (Râmnic Valley douwnstream

Evolutive Interpretation of the Landslides from the Miron Căproiu Street Scarp – Breaza Town

of Jitia de Jos), low consolidated rough sands
alternating with gritstone concretions and
secondary clay and marl intercalations (picture 2).
The gritstone sands which alternate with clay
and marl bundles are also Sarmatian, very liable
to gravitational displacing (landsliding).
Meotian, Pannonian and Dacian sedimentary
formations are made of gritstones, marly
gritstones, oolitic gritstones, marls, sandy marls,
sands, sands and clays, with a large spreading
area (internal Subcarpathian hills on the eastern
side, external Subcarpathian hills, intrahilly
depression of Dumitreşti).
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Picture 2 Sarmatian gritstones with sarsen stones in
the right bank of Râmnicu Sărat brook, downstream
Jitia de Jos village.

Fig. 1 Geological map of the mountainous and Subcarpathian sector of the Râmnicu Sărat basin
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Romanian is represented in the Subcarpathian
sector of the Râmnicu Sărat basin by a alluvial-

deltaic deposits complex made of a succesion of
fine yellow sands, some places with
intercalations or red spots, clayey sands, sandy
clays and grey marls, sometimes with thin
intercalations of rough sands.
In a permanent sedimentation there follow
similar deposits which belong to the Pleşcoi
strata, which mark in this external
Subcarpathian
sector
the
basis
of
Villafranchian. There are rocks liable to
raindrop impact, torrential erosion and
landsliding. In the outcrop caused by the lateral
erosion of Râmnicu Sărat brook and its main
affluents there can be observed rockfalls and
landslides at the banks basis. These Pleşoi strata
mainly appear in the outcrops from Dumitrştii
de Sus and Motnău villages, at the Motnău and
Râmnicu Sărat confluence (picture 3).

Picture 3 Mudflow on Villafranchian deposits in the
lower Motnău basin

Cândeşti strata were formed in the inferior
Quaternary and they are made of an irregular
alternation of clays and marls with sands and
small gravel lenses. To the upper side sands
prevail and the gravel intercalations have
meters in weight. They can be observed clearly
on the right side of Râmnic valley, downstream
Dumitreşti, on the interfluve which separates it
of Câlnău. Frăteşti strata are also inferior
Quaternary, being mostly made of gravels and
blocks with thin sandy and sandy clays
intercalations, with a weight varying from

60-70 m in the left bank of Râmnic brook,
downstream Muceşti – Dămuleşti, to 100 m
north to the Baba Hill, on the right bank of
Râmnicu Sărat. These Cândeşti and Frăteşti
formations are very liable to torrential action,
with landsliding where clay intercalations appear.
Middle and Superior Pleistocene is
exclusivelly represented
by continental
sedimentary deposits, especially loessoid
deposits of 20 m thick in the eastern side of the
piedmont glacis. On the interfluve between
Câlnău and Râmnicu Sărat valleys, loessoid
deposits are replaced by sandy – dusty clayey
materials, with ferromanganese concretions.
Superior Pleistocene is especially founded as
accumulation on the superior, middle and
inferior terraces, as loessoid or proluvial
deposits. Proluvial accumulations are mainly
made of gravels and blocks with sandy and
clayey intercalations. Main processes that act
upon these formations are torrential and surface
rain washing.
As a conclusion, we can say that all this
petrographic mosaic which is specific to the
Subcarpathian sector of the Râmnicu Sărat
basin determines a few lithological complexes
essential to the relief modelling, as it follows
(table 1):
 Salty breccia complex, which belongs to the
Aquitanian and Burdigallian, has gritstone
and limestone blocks, conglomerates, all
being caught in a sandy-clayey matrix.
Where salt and breccia appear up-to-surface,
intense disolving, subsiding and suffusion
processes occur. Removing the salt and fin
particles of salty breccia by rainwater or
phreatic water disolving causes the occuring
of some specific pseudokarstic relief forms
(dolinas, avens, whirlpools, underground
channels, karren grikes a.s.).
 The complex of consolidated and partially
consolidated gritstones and conglomerates,
with a frequent alternative disposure. In the
most cases gritstones are insufficiently
consolidated, with a middle to high
granulation, which makes it relatively
sensitive to degradation and slopes
modelled on these rocks being covered by
alterated sandy deposits, partially solified.
At the basis of granular mechanical
weathered cliffs sometimes accumulate high
quantities of fine materials.
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 The complex of gritstones with clays and
marls intercalations, very often met in the
Miocene sector of the Râmnic Subcarpathian
sector, makes that differential erosion
emphasizes structural relief forms. This
alternation often determines the sliding
of gritstone bundles over the clayey or
marly bed.
 The complex of clays and marls that
especially characterizes depression areas
generally imposes a gravitational modelling.
Surface deposits, mostly clayey, present
high thicks, covering allmost entirely or
even the entire slopes.
 The complex of Cândeşti and Frăteşti
gravels provides by a strongly deep cut
reliefwith many ravines that have a large
cross prophile, large torrential valleys, some
of them being drowned into their own
materials. These gravels are made of very
roll pieces of Cretaceous and Palaeogene
gritstones from the flysch area, crystalline
and amorphous limestones, granite etc.,
bounded with a clayey-sandy cement. They
often contain a rough sandy lenses and to
the basis are frequent clayey and clayeysandy intercalations.
 Alluvial deposits of the main valleys beds
and those from the terrace bridges, with
varried thicks and granulometric contents,
specific to the colluvial-proluvial deposits.
After presenting the stratigraphic, phiysicalmechanical and chemical particularities of the
sedimentary deposits with very varried ages and
facies, there results their liability to releasing
current geomorphologic processes, but especially
to landsliding.
Structure is another conditional geological
factor which primarily sets the type of
geomorphologic process that models the relief.
The Curvature Subcarpathians have the most
complex structural evolution, differenced on
compartments (fig. 2).
Between Trotuş and Câlnău rivers has been
felt the collision of the Subcarpathian area with
the proper Carpathian orogen, tectonical
movements causing an early emergence
(Pliocene), but also a tight, faulted, dislocated
and drifted folds structure, like the mountainous

one. In the central and external side, structural
characteristics are determined by Quaternary
neotectonical movements, which have caused
the forming of a monoclinal structure relief with
different inclination of strata from a sector to
another.
Cuestas, hog-backs and structural valleys are
specific, as structural relif forms. In the
mountainous sector of Râmnicu Sărat basin can
be remarqued the drifted, pleated structure of
the Palaeogene flysch, marked by a few
alignments. All this anticlines and sincline
succession stands out by the parallel disposure
on the general direction NNE – SSW.
There can be noticed the successive
alignments of anticline summits (Dealul
Urzicăriei – M. Măluşel, Puntea Martinului –
Dl. Poienei, Monteoru – Dealul Faţa with
Vârstel – Masa lui Bucur), arranged from west
to east, with well forested slopes, which blocks
in a large measure the action of current
geomorphologic processes. Among these, two
chains of summits develop on some sinclines
axes (Coama Scăldătoarei – Dl. Martinului and
Dealul with Cătina – Coama Purcelu – Faţa
Lungă). All these parallel summits are cross cut
by Râmnicu Sărat and its affluents which rise
from the mountain (Monteoru, Fur and Sărăţelu,
Martin).
In the Subcarpathian depression „Între
Râmnice” the relief is closely bounded with the
pleated structure, the valleys which cross
perpendicularly or diagonally the axes of scaled
folds, presenting a succession of large and
narrow sectors which could hardly be noted.
The central summit that unfolds from northnorth-east to south-south-west (Măgura with
Tisele – Măgura Summit – Dl. Toporaşul – Dl.
Şindrila) is developed on an anticline axis,
being limited to the south of Râmnicu Sărat
river by two sincline summits, Moldoveanu to
the west and Dealul Vacii Rele to the east. Here
in this depression sector also can be noticed
Râmnicelu valley, an affluent of Râmnicu Sărat,
which unfolds almost on its entire length on a
sincline axis. In all these alignments developed
on pleated structure, an important role in slope
modelling has had the alternation of soft strata
with the tough ones which gave a typical relief
(picture 4).
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Fig. 2 Morphostructural map of the mountainous and Subcarpathian sector of the Râmnicu Sărat basin

Picture 4 Dealul Toporaşul, developed on an anticline
axis, with tough gritstone strata alternating with
gypsum and tuffa strata

In the monoclinal sector, the hydrographic
network has evolved directly connected with
the inclination direction of strata and their

alternation, giving typical relief forms for this
type of structure (cuestas, hogbacks, structural
valleys). Modelling of internal Subcarpathian
hills, of internal depression of Dumitreşti, of
external Subcarpathian valleys and Subcarpathian
glacis had given a plenty of cuestas, most of
them orientated eith the front to west-northwest and to west, at the basis of which are
unfolded lop-sided, subsequent valleys.
Directioning of valleys comparing to the
structure and morphological compunents of
cuesta (its front and its back) causes a few
aspects which spotlight their evolving
tendences. The cuesta fronts are characterized
by a special morphodynamics, given both by
the 150, mostly over 300 inclined slopes
(especially in the Motnău, Cătăuţi and Spidele
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valleys) and the lithological variety, the
alternation of rock strata with different
behaviour to the action of subaerial modelling
agents (picture 5).

Picture 5 Flowing landslide adapted to the monoclinal
structure of Motnău basin

The cuesta front is modelled by a series of
obsequent valleys which strongly break it up, a
new generation of inferior valleys (level 1, 2).
Three main categories are distinguished:
 Ravines and sliding valleys that affect the
cuesta front, with a very active dynamics
which determine a countinuous withdrawing
tendency of the front.
 Small torrential valleys with a strong
regressive evolution, which had generated
an obvious break of the cuesta fronts.
 Big torrential valleys, whose banks had
withdrawn by landsliding, enlarging them
and which, by regressive erosion, had
broken up the cuesta fronts.
Along with these torrential valleys, cuesta
fronts are also being modelled by obsequent,
deep and rotational landslides.
The backs of cuestas, characterized by low
inclination slopes, generally under 13-200, stand
out by a less active dynamicscomparing to the
cuesta fronts. Although, there where under the
hills marly and clayey strata occur, landslides
release in consequent, shallow or half deep forms
which could affect a large area of the slope
surface (Motnău Valley, Cătăuţi, Spidele etc.).

In conclusion, there might be said that the
structural disposure (pleated Palaeogene
formations in the western side of the basin,
Mio-Pliocene molasse formation differently
broken up: by pleating to the west of CaşinBisoca fault and by imposing a monoclinal
structure to east as a consequence of
neotectonical rising) has a basis role in the
unfolding mode and intensity of current
geomorphological processes.
Shallow deposits have a similar role (equally
important) in the current modelling relief. They
have weight between 0,3 m and 3-5 m, covering
almost all the slope sections of the
Subcarpathian sector of Râmnicu Sărat basin
(excepting a few petrographic and structural
steeps), terrace bridges and interfluves. On this
type of deposits stand out, depending on some
physical characteristics (granulometric composure,
permeability, plasticity and cohesion) a
gradually process passing, from shallow
landslides and plastic mudflows to ravining, in
the context of sandy formation prevailing.
According as the lithological disparity of the
shallow deposits grows, also grows their
landsliding potential. Unconsolidated or
insufficiently consolidated shallow deposits,
generated by adulteration – mechanical
weathering (staying on or reshuffled) or by
partial displacement of the basis rock, reflect by
genesis, structure, thickness and position the
complexity of the action generated with
different intensity upon the relief by the
subaerial modelling agents.
Their thickness on slopes, summits and
terrace bridges is considered to be till the depth
that rock in situ attains and on the bottom of
valleys till the first major genetic discontinuity
of the deposits (Grecu, Demeter, 1997).
Main genetic types are: eluvia, deluvia,
alluvia and colluvia, but there still exist – in the
Râmnicu Sărat basin (mountainous and
Subcarpathian sector) - a large number of
varieties resulted from the combined action of
the agents or from the diversity of moulding
conditions.
Eluvia make a continuous cover – most of
cases – of primary adulteration deposits almost
on every interfluve, either from the
mountainous area or the Subcarpathian one,
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having less than 3 meters’ thickness. In the
mountainous area, on the larger summits of
Mount Furu, Capul Urzicăriei, Prelunca, La
Steghie etc. can be identified clayey-sandy
deposits which might be periglacial. They are
made of yellow sandy clays or dusty-sandy
clays with variable thickness, less than 3-4
meters. Rough accumulation is almost missing.
In the Subcarpathian sector of Râmnicu Sărat
basin eluvia are mostly made of unconsolidated
or insufficiently consolidated formations, their
thickness being most identical with the ...
(solificare) stratum. On some clayey-marly
interfluves (Dl. Secăturii, Faţa Poienii, Dl.
Teişanu, Dl. Talpei, Dl. Fierului, Muchia lui
Lazăr) eluvia with a loessoid clays character
and less than 3 meters’ thickness have been
formed. On the inferior, middle and superior
terraces bridges ocur loessoid deposits of 3-5
meters’ thickness (picture 6).
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which have less than 400 inclination from the
mountainous and Subcarpathian sector, most of
them dating from the superior Pleistocene and
inferior Holocene.
Deluvia mean adulterated materials accumulated
on the superior side of the slope, from where
they slid and remained on it. They are
allochthonous materials, generally having a
structure and componence different from the
rock they lay on.
Deluvial slopes include the superior alluvial
zone which feeds the middle and inferior side of
the slope in the colluvial accumulation area
(Martiniuc, 1954). Where slope prophile is
complex (a frequent phenomenon in the
Subcarpathian sector of Râmnicu Sărat basin)
deluvia are ranged in tiers, alternating with
terrace accumulation or colluvial deposits
(picture 7). Most representive deluvia in the
studied area are the sliding deluvia.

Picture 6 Loessoid deposits over 5 meters’ thickness
in the sector of Subcarpathian piedmont glacis

Presence of these loessoid deposits on the
terrace bridges of Râmnicu Sărat and even on a
few interfluves of the Subcarpathian piedmont
glacis is bound with adulteration processes,
deluvial-prolluvial processes and fluvial
processes (Bucur, Barbu, 1956; Donisă, 1968).
Texturally, there can be noticed differences
between the deposits from the superior terrace
bridges (low sandy clays) and the inferior ones
(clayey-loamy) and also between the terrace
deposits and those from the interfluvial bridges
(mostly clayey-loamy). Rough elements (1-3
mm diameter) are frequent at the basis of the
deposits from inferior terraces (Posea, Popescu,
Ielenicz, 1974). All these loessoid deposits are
dating from superior Pleistocene.
Deluvia have an almost continuous spreading
on the middle and inferior side of all slopes

Picture 7 Right slope of the Râmnicu Sărat River,
where deluvia alternate with terrace accumulation,
downstream Jitia de Jos village

In the mountainous area of the Râmnicu Sărat
basin, on the slopes with less than 1200-1400
meters high slide rocks have been formed (spare
deluvia), which now are being in a high
adulteration condition, being frequently covered
by a thin soil stratum, and mixed deluvia (rough
fractions caught in a clayey or clayey-sandy
matrix). These are liable to the creep process,
having a 1-2 cm/year displacement on the
forested slopes over 150 inclination. Their
thickness reaches 10-15 meters, but it generally
don’t pass over 5 meters.
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In the Subcarpathian area fine deluvia prevail,
sandy and loam-sandy, relatively with
homogene granulation, spare material having a
low weight or missing completely.
Delimitation from the in situ rock is difficult
in many cases, especially because of the fact
that, along with deluvia, rock bundles are
caught in the sliding process, without
stratigraphical relation suffer any changes.
Colluvia occur most of the cases as transition
deposits, accumulated at the slope or terrace
fronts’ basis, often forming glacis. Colluvia are
gravitational, subaerial materials, generally
formed in the periglacial environment in the
superior Pleistocene, although they were
strongly transformed in the Holocene, their
thickness varying from a few centimeters to a
few meters. Colluvial surfaces slope is smooth,
decreasing to basis, specific to the colluvial
glacis. Although they reach in a relatively short
time their equilibrium prophile, colluvial
deposits register a high dynamics as a
consequence of the fact that they stand at the
collision between slope modelling processes
with holms and terraces modelling ones.
Colluvia don’t have a clear sedimentary
structure, but a discontinuous, rough
stratification, with a mostly fine and
polygenetic matrix (elements proceed from the
middle and upper sided strata). In the
Subcarpathian and mountainous sector of the
Râmnicu Sărat hydrographic basin, colluvia
have different disposure, thickness and
structure. Thus, colluvia from along the valley
sectors of Râmnicu Sărat, Martinu, Furu and
Monteoru rivers aren’t spread on large areas,
but it can be noticed in their structure a specific
bedding caused by the alternation between
macrofrost-shattering and microfrost-shattering.
In some cases, they are generated by the long
run succession of soil running processes with
the diffuse drainage. In the Subcarpathian sector
colluvia cover large surfaces in the „Între
Râmnice” Subcarpathian depression and
Dumitreşti internal depression, meaning in the
areas where slope processes and relative

stability of the surfaces with less than 150
inclination have caused fine, clayey-sandy
accumulation of less than 10 meters’ thickness.
Sometimes, although, they contain a quite high
percent of rough fractions as they mix with
proluvial and alluvial deposits.
Alluvia form the holms and terraces of
Râmnicu Sărat River and its affluents, no matter
which size they have (picture 8).

Picture 8 Alluvia in the holm of Râmnicu Sărat River,
at Luncile village

In the mountainous sector, alluvial beds of
Râmnicu Sărat, Martinu, Furu and Monteoru
are mostly made of gravels and blocks. In the
Subcarpathian sector, along with rolled gravels
and blocks, occur alluvial finer and mobile
deposits. In this sector, largely, holm and
terrace alluvia have a prevalent fine, sandy and
clayey-sandy facies, but in change, in the minor
bed alluvia have a heterogene structure, with a
high imbricate character. Terrace alluviy are
covered in many cases by loessoid deposits with
centimeters to meters’ thickness.
In conclusion, it might be said that shallow
deposits, no matter what nature, position or
granulometric character they have, represent an
essential conditional factor in growing, deep
and intensity (in a less measure) of the current
geomorphological processes, which in most of
cases replace these shallow deposits.
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